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INTRODUCTION
Mbox Software Version 4.4.5
Software version 4.4.5 is now available for the Mbox Media Server applications including Mbox Designer, Mbox Studio,
Mbox Mini, Mbox Director, Mbox Daemon, and Mbox Remote. Mbox software version 4.4.5 addresses bug fixes for the
Mbox, Director, and Remote applications.

Compatibility with macOS 11 Big Sur & macOS 12 Monterey
This release is compatible with macOS 11 Big Sur and macOS 12 Monterey.

Compatibility with Apple Silicon Processors - M1, M1Pro, M1Max, M1Ultra
The Mbox 4.4.5 software is compatible with Apple Silicon computers and should run without issue on these computers.
However, this software is not yet compiled to run natively on Apple Silicon and therefore must run using Apple’s Rosetta
interpreter. We have made every attempt to make the Mbox software work without issues on Apple Silicon computers,
but continue to recommend using Intel processor computers in most cases. If you use an Apple Silicon computer and
run into issues with the Mbox software, please let us know and we will work with you to fix the issues.

Corrected Issues
Mbox:
+ Fix issue with reverse playback that could result in jerky playback or no playback.
+ Fix Output Master Shutters to make them work on sub-outputs.
+ Fix issue that caused content thumbnails not to load when the Mbox computer is running macOS 12 (Monterey).
+ Fix pixel mapping total pixel count value on main window so it shows the total for all contexts, not just the last one.
+ Fix possible crash when the “About Mbox...” window is shown more than once.
+ Fix issue with enhanced blending when used with movie files having a separate alpha channel - e.g. ProRes 4444+.
Director:
+ Fix issue on macOS versions prior to macOS 10.14 (Mojave) where parameter sliders and edit fields were not drawn
correctly.
+ Fix issue that caused content thumbnails not to load when the Mbox computer is running macOS 12 (Monterey).
+ Fix issue where submaster window states would not correctly refresh when snapshots were recalled.
+ Fix issue submaster number indicators were not drawn correctly on newer macOS versions
Remote:
+ Fix issue on macOS versions prior to macOS10.14 (Mojave) where status streams were not drawn.
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